Bad Bearing or Collar?

PART# K0110

WE’RE PULLING FOR YOU!
Introducing Superior’s NEW K0110 Honda/Acura Large Collar Puller Kit
The K0110 Kit is designed to safely and easily remove the secondary shaft bearing and oil collar without
damaging the bearing, collar or bell housing. If you work on Honda or Acura transmissions, this is a
must have tool for your workstation or toolbox. With the Superior Transmission Parts, Inc. K0110 Honda/
Acura Large Collar Puller Kit you can remove the bearing and collar in just under 5 minutes!
Let’s face it, most techs won’t remove the bearing and collar for fear of damaging or breaking the collar
or the case. No more excuses. Now you can remove the collar with ease, clean and prep the inner
surface and since you have removed it, we highly recommend that you polish the inside diameter with
an Accumulator Buddy® Bore Brush kit and always replace the 2 o-rings. If the ring grooving is deep,
it’s best to replace your collar with a new one.
This puller fits the BCLA family found in 4 cylinder*, 5 speed Honda/Acura units. It also fits the MDKA/
BDKA family of V6 Honda/Acura units. *Not for use on the small 4 Cyl. Civic/CR-V.

NEW K0132 SuperTuff® Center Support Snap Ring for AOD/AOD-E & 4R70/4R75

Fits All Ford
AOD/AOD-E &
4R70/4R75 Units
PART#
K0132

The Superior Transmission Parts, Inc. SuperTuff® snap ring series
of critical position snap rings has a new addition. Our part # K0132
fits all Ford AOD/AOD-E and 4R70/4R75 units and will retro fit back to
cover the “2 Tang” style found in all of the early AOD and AOD-E’s. It is
located inside, mid-case and holds the main center support in position.
Techs report having to replace due to cracking and fatigue. Our H.D.
SuperTuff® snap ring is made in the U.S.A. of high quality carbon steel
and will give the user assurance that the unit is built to stay out on the
road instead of being towed back to the shop in a couple of months.

